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AI 2010: Advances in Artificial Intelligence: 23rd Australasian Joint Conference, Adelaide, Australia, December 7-10, 2010. ProceedingsSpringer, 2011

	This volume contains papers presented at AI 2010, the 23rd Australasian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence held December 7–10, 2010 in Adelaide, South Australia. The Australasian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence has a long history and has established itself as the premier event for artificial intelligence researchers...
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Marketing to the Social Web: How Digital Customer Communities Build Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Praise for Marketing to the Social Web
"Weber understands that the world is going digital and that competitive advantage will accrue to those who understand the transformation.  CEOs should heed this transformation and learn from Weber's insights how to navigate this new landscape to fully maximize their business opportunities."
...
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Blog MarketingMcGraw-Hill, 2005
What if you could listen to millions of people--customers, employees, competitors, partners, even the media--as they candidly discuss your company, your products, and your advertising? And what if you were able to use this real, up-to-the-minute feedback to determine exactly what your customers want and how to improve your business...
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Hilbert Space Operators in Quantum Physics (Theoretical and Mathematical Physics)Springer, 2008
Some praise for the previous edition:
“I really enjoyed reading this work. It is very well written, by three real experts in the field. It stands quite alone....” (John R. Taylor, Professor of Physics and Presidential Teaching Scholar, University of Colorado at Boulder)

This course-tested book explains in detail the theory...
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Nonlinear Differential Equations in Physics: Novel Methods for Finding SolutionsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book discusses various novel analytical and numerical methods for solving partial and fractional differential equations. Moreover, it presents selected numerical methods for solving stochastic point kinetic equations in nuclear reactor dynamics by using Euler–Maruyama and strong-order Taylor numerical methods. The book...
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SQL For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	See how SQL interfaces with today's environments


	 


	Start building and using relational databases with SQL's newest features


	The database may be the twenty-first century filing cabinet, but building one is a little more complex than sliding drawers into a metal...
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Black Holes, Wormholes & Time MachinesTaylor & Francis, 1999

	Do you know: · What might happen if you fall into a black hole? · That the Universe does not have an edge? · That the reason it gets dark at night is proof of the Big Bang? · That cosmic particles time-travel through the atmosphere defying death? · That our past, present and future might all coexist...
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The Magnetocaloric Effect and its Applications (Series in Condensed Matter Physics)Taylor & Francis, 2003
This book is a very comprehensive overview. It is interesting both for the experienced researcher and also for students just entering the field. Theory, experimental techniques, and literature are widely covered.
 - Professor Bruck Ekkes     

       The magnetocaloric effect describes the change in temperature of a magnetic material...
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The Joy of SOXJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
"We choose to do [these] things, not because they are easy, but because they are hard, because that goal will serve to organize and measure the best of our energies and skills."
    —President John F. Kennedy, 1962
    President Kennedy was speaking of going to the moon—a goal only slightly more ambitious, in the view...
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The Mathematical Theory of Cosmic Strings (Series in High Energy Physics, Cosmology and Gravitation)Taylor & Francis, 2002
Anderson provides a comprehensive summary and review of the mathematical theory of cosmic strings. The subject is not in a state of rapid change so the book is up to date and it is likely to remain so for some time. Although the book is technical and requires a strong mathematical background and an interest in differential geometry, it is well...
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Principles of Nanophotonics (Optics and Optoelectronics)Taylor & Francis, 2008
The Theory and Applications of Nanophotonics Devices, Fabrication, and Systems
Coauthored by the developer of nanophotonics, Principles of Nanophotonics outlines physically intuitive concepts of the subject using a novel theoretical framework that differs from conventional wave optics. It probes far-reaching physical...
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Photographic Possibilities, Third Edition: The Expressive Use of Equipment, Ideas, Materials, and ProcessesFocal Press, 2008
Photographic Possibilities, Third Edition is a marvelously updated resource of innovative and traditional photographic processes that imagemakers have come to trust and depend on to enhance their technical knowledge, create astonishing pictures, and raise their visual consciousness. 



This concise and reliable handbook provides...
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